CHAPTER - 7

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE CONDITION OF AGED WOMEN IN SLUMS

IMPROVING THE CONDITION OF AGED WOMEN IN SLUMS

We have come to in the 21st century yet at the same time the general public is enduring the remorseless follows up on Aged women. Society where women are given regard winds up noticeably prosperous, sound, merciful and tranquil place to live in. We Indians call our country mother India and are enthusiasts of Mother Goddess in different signs. Women are the foundation of society to get quality, agreement, collaboration, humankind and in the long run changing the general public into a caring and serene place to live in. Each child requires sustenance and astute direction in the early age. Amid this stage, a lady causes her child prompt the best of good things throughout everyday life. Absence of training won't just damage the individual improvement of a child yet entire of the group and country. Western training has edified our kin from multiple points of view. Yelling against unfairness on lady is one of them. Our legislature has made essential instruction mandatory and free for all Childs. Principles and directions must be embraced to enhance the status of lady in each state and moreover result in a general advancement of the nation. Violations against aged women in India, for example, disregard, slight, beaten, snatching and attack increased. Since 1995, the Beijing Platform of Action has been directing the global group in its work to raise the status of women and young ladies. It goes for "evacuating every one of the obstructions to women's dynamic cooperation in all circles of open and private life through a full and equivalent offer in economic, social, social and political basic leadership. This implies the rule of shared power and duty ought to be built up amongst women and men at home, in the work environment and in the more extensive national and global groups. "Fairness amongst women and men involves human rights and a condition for social equity and is likewise an essential and major essential for uniformity, improvement and peace. A changed organization in view of balance amongst women and men is a condition for individuals focused reasonable improvement. A supported and long haul duty is
basic, with the goal that women and men can cooperate for themselves, for their youngsters and for society to address the difficulties of the twenty-first century” (Malhotra, 2015).

**SOME IDEAS OF IMPROVING THE CONDITION OF AGED WOMEN IN SLUMS OF AGRA**

(1) Economic Empowerment

(2) Educational Empowerment

(3) Political Empowerment

(4) Land- Undertake authoritative and regulatory changes to give country women, and particularly aged women, full and equivalent rights to arrive possession.

(5) Credit- Revise monetary controls for ranches and organizations to assess the specific qualities of rustic ventures. Promote unique credit projects to encourage the setting up of independent companies by country women.

(6) Create A Safe Space

(7) Support Independence and Mobility

(8) Teach Women to Read: In the event that you are uneducated, basic things like perusing signs on a street, numbers on a telephone, or headings on a prescription container make everyday life a battle. READ Centers show a huge number of women to peruse every year.

(9) Increment Savings and Income

(10) Show Job Skills and Seed Businesses

(11) Construct Self-Esteem and Confidence

(12) Lift Decision-Making Power: We were for the most part occupied with doing family exercises earlier. We now can go outside of the town alone, in our family, and take part in choices identified with our youngsters’ training.

(13) Build Networks: by building social systems, women have more help and more noteworthy chances to impact change in their groups.

(14) Make Public Leaders: Women report joining boards, encouraging gatherings, partaking in dissents, raising their voices against violence, and sorting out group programs.
(15) Role of NGOS: In such manner, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) with their neighborhood information, expertise and down to earth experience can assume extremely compelling part in programs for enhancing living and economic conditions of slum occupants. Different Five Year Plan archives have unequivocally perceived the significance of including NGOs in the arranging and execution of hostile to destitution and least needs program, which incorporates ecological change of slum regions as it were.

It is very clear that the condition of aged women in slums needs to be improved urgently. This can be done by various actions. These women should try to encourage independence among themselves so that there is no need to be dependent on their relatives. They should travel outside unaccompanied. There should be some read centres to teach them basic necessities like reading numbers on a phone, counting the money. Government should open saving cooperatives to encourage to saving among the aged women in slums of Agra. These women also should be provided with basic training of be keeping g swing and other income garneting skills.